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ABSTRACT 

Accurate two-dimensional calculations show that a "neutronic environment" exists in the SAPHIR 
reactor at the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) to simulate the inner surface of a given trepan of 
the Gundrenuningen reactor. Neutron fluences and DPA rates were calculated at two positions 
in SAPHIR using the modem codes and nuclear data (from JEF-1). A particular region of the 
reactor can be found in which fluences and DPA rates agree well within a few percent with the 
Gundremmingen reference case. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 

Genau zweidimensionale Kernrechnungen haben gezeigt, dass innerhalb des SAPHIR-Reaktors 
am Paul Scherrer Institut (PSI) eine Stelle existiert, wo dieselben neutronischen Verhältnisse 
wie auf der Oberfläche eines vorgegebenen Stabes des Gundremmingen Reaktors herrschen. 
Neutronen-Spektra und DPA-Raten wurden an verschiedenen Orten in SAPHIR mit modernen 
Rechenprogrammen und Kemdaten (aus JEF-1) bestimmt. Es wurde eine Stelle ermittelt wc 
die Neutronen-Spektra und die DPA-Ratcn mit den Gundremmingen Messungen gut innerhalb 
einiger Prozente übereinstimmen. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Paul Schener Institute - Materials Engineering Associates (PSI-MEA) Joint Research Pro
gram on Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) Steels foresees .? scries of irradiation experiments which 
will be performed at the swimming-pool type Material Test Reactor (MTR) SAPHIR of the PSI, 
Switzerland. 

These experiments concern the irradiation of samples obtained from the archive material of 
the Gundremmingen (KRB-A, Federal Republic of Germany) reactor pressure vessel. The exper
imental conditions in the MTR should simulate those found on the inner surface of the pressure 
vessel of the decommissioned nuclear power plant. Basically, neutron flucnecs, spectrum and 
displacements per atom (DPA) calculated for Gundremmingen '- 2 should be reproduced during 
the irradiation of the archive material. 

This report describes the results of transport calculations done to choose the neutron envi
ronment in SAPHIR to satisfy this request. A brief description of the method used is given in 
Section 1. Section 2 deals with the generation of the spatial distribution of a neutron source 
for following detailed fast spectrum and damage rate spectrum calculations. Section 3 treats the 
2-D fixed-source transport calculations for two possible out-of core irradiation experiments in 
SAPHIR. Section 4 presents the Gundremnringen reference case and Section 5 gives the results 
of fast fluence and displacements per atom in iron which are compared to this reference case. 
Finally, Section 6 gives some conclusions from this study. 

1 THE MODEL 

The determination of the "best" neutron environment for the irradiations under study requires 
an accurate evaluation of the high energy neutron spectrum at the irradiation experiment site 
and damage effects inside of the irradiated sample. The simple method used to achieve this task 
employs a fixed-source approach. 

From the point of view of out-of-core experiments the reactor core can be simulated with 
an isotropic space and energy dependent neutron source. The spatial source is defined using 
a precise spatial power distribution obtained from a full Light Water Reactor (LWR) kejj 
calculation, The energy dependent source is a U235 fission spectrum. 

The flexibility of this method is clear: once the spatial neutron source has been calculated 
an inhomogeneous transport fixed-source calculation, with vanishing fission spectrum, is to 
be solved using any convenient fast library. An easy way is open towards group to group 
comparisons with the reference case. Moreover, the neutron source defined in this way can be 
used for treating all possible arrangements in the out-of core equipment. 

All calculations were performed using modem codes. These codes, which allow applications 
to a broad class of reactor types including LWR's, have been extensively tested 3. 
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2 THE EVALUATION OF THE NEUTRON SOURCE 

The procedure chosen to evaluate the spatial distribution of the neutron source included the 
generation of a specific library for all materials of interest, 2-D transport calculations to obtain 
kejf, flux/power distributions, and the conversion of fission rate edits to point-wise values, for 
use in the inhomogeneous fixed source calculation. 

The basic neutron library used for full reactor kejf calculations was MAT70 4. This library 
consisting of the standard 69 WIMS group structure 5 with an additional fast energy group 
from 10 MeV to 14.918 MeV, contains Joint European File (JEF-1) based neutron P0 and Pi 
temperature dependent data pertaining to most important isotopes for LWR analysis. 42 thermal 
energy groups below 4.6 eV with upscatter are considered 

Starting from this library a self shielded library was created, containing the 24 different 
materials of Loading 555 of SAPHIR, including fuel elements, control rods, reflector and mod
erator materials, involving the calculation of macroscopic cross-sections for different unit fuel 
cells, and the homogenization over fuel elements. Loading 555 has a core containing 31 fuel 
elements (8.1cm x 7.7cm x 60 cm active length) disposed on a grid table numbered from 11 to 
99 as shown in Fig. 1. The almost square 6 by 6 fuel lattice is reflected by Be and BeO and 
moderated by light-water. 

Macroscopic cross-sections for fuel plate cell calculations were prepared with TRAMIX 6 . 
In this processing the intermediate resonance (IR) method was used to shield data and the inflow 
approximation to produce transport corrected tables. The differences in enrichment and burn-up 
of the fuel plates were accounted for. The densities for use in TRAMIX were produced with 
WIMS as a function of the bum-up in 5 % bum-up steps 7. Materials not present in MAT70 
were neglected. This crude simplification is found to affect the accuracy of the neutron source 
evaluation by only a few percent. 

The standard MTR fuel plate was modelled using three regions: fuel, clad and moderator. In 
the case of control-rod elements, some fuel plates have been taken out to allow the inseition of 
control rods. Thus, additional mixtures were generated in order to consider properly the water 
gap and aluminium side-plates. 

All these data were used for one dimensional cell calculations with the 1-D transport theory 
code ONEDANT *, using the S4 approximation and white outer-boundary conditions to simulate 
an infinite lattice. Separate geometry models were used for different SAPHIR fuel element types. 
In the standard case only half a unit cell was considered and was supposed to be uniformly 
distributed over the whole fuel element. On the other hand for both control-rod elements half 
element symmetry was assumed. 

&oo values for 45 "h enriched cells were found to be systematically slightly higher (by about 
1%) than WIMS results 9. The discrepancy increased as bum-up increased. For 20 % enriched 
cells the trend was found to be reversed. 

The Bs module SOLVERB 10 was applied to create spatially homogenized fuel element 
cross-sections using the flux solution, the geometry, and material related specifications from 
ONEDANT, and the cross-section data library previously described. 

2-D transport calculations for the loading 555 of the SAPHIR reactor followed using the 
?,-D transport theory code TWODANT " T h e geometric model used in TWODANT extended 
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Figure 1: The Loading 555 of the SAPHIR Reactor Core a) Fuel Enrichment, b) Fuel Bum-up. 

over a surface of 100cm x 100cm, including a surrounding ring of 20 cm water, with a fine 
spatial mesh of about two centimeters. 

A kejj of 1.1435 was obtained for the case of the reactor with non inserted control rods, 
using a Buckling for considering the finite core height. This rcsull overestimates by 10 mk the 
value reported in n. Scalar (luxes near the centre of the core agreed with WIMS calculations 
within 5 % ! , \ The power distribution per clement agrees within 2 % with that reported in M . 

Finally, the evaluation of the neutron source for the irradiation experiments was done. In 
this case the reactor was supposed to operate at a thermal power of 10 MW with half of the 
control-rods inserted. 

Calculated fission-rales per clement arc given for each core grid position in Fig. 2. These 
values constitute the basic input fixed-source data for all simulations of possible irradiation 
experiments (sec Section 1). 
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Figure 2: Fission rate per element (in units of 1016 • n • s"1) 

3 OUT-OF-CORE IRRADIATION EXPERIMENTS 

A detailed 165 neutron group P5 cross-section library was derived from the basic MAT175 
data file 4 by collapsing the bottom thermal groups with a maxwellian spectrum. MAT175 is a 
JEF-1 based multigroup cross-section library in the VITAMIN-J structure1S for fast reactor and 
fusion related calculations. The same procedure described in Section 2 was followed to create 
this library except that new macroscopic cross-sections were added to model the irradiation 
equipment. 

Previous work 14 indicated that at the intersection of positions 81 and 92 of SAPHIR the 
neutronic inner surface conditions of a BWR could be reproduced. Based on this, two out-
of-core possible experiments which could simulate Gundremmingen neutronic conditions were 
analyzed using TWODANT. In the first one (CASE 1), die irradiation equipment was simulated 
through a 8.1x7.7 cm2 aluminium box, placed in position 92, bottom- left corner of the grid 
(see Fig. 3). This box contained a 3x5.5 cm2 steel sample whose atomic composition followed 
the chemical specifications of the KRB-A archive base material 16. The second case (CASE 
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Figure 3: CASE 1: Out-of-core Experiment in Position 92 without Tayloring Element. 

2) considered the irradiation-box placed nearer to the core (position 82) behind the tayloring 
element (see Fig. 4). The tayloring element used was a rectangular slab 2.54 cm wide by 
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26.95 cm long made of ferritic steel with the same composition as the thermal shield of the 
Gundremmingen reactor l. 
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Figure 4: CASE 2: Out-of-corc Experiment in Position 82 with Tayloring Element. 

The P3 Sg spectrum per unit of lethargy calculated in the middle of the sample is shown in 
Fig. 5 for the two cases with and without tayloring element. 

I 
i 
E 
o 

Figure 5: Neutron Flux per Unit of Lethargy inside the Steel Sample. CASF 1: Out-of-core 
Experiment in Position 92 of SAPHIR Reactor. CASE 2: Irradiation-box in Position 82 behind 
the Tayloring Element. 

The 165 group structure used gives fine details at high energies. The sharp peaks coming 
from the big iron mass of the tayloring element appear in the keV range. Also a high peak at 
2.4 MeV due to oxygen can be seen. 
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In both cases, the neutron flux decreases by two decades between 2 and 12 MeV. The 
possible irradiation experiment without tayloring element gives flux values almost four times 
lower in the interval between 600 keV and 2 MeV. The ratio of the magnitudes of the two 
spectra is about two under 100 keV. The two spectra are almost identical at energies higher than 
lMeV. 

4 THE KRB-A REFERENCE CASE 

The nuclear power plant Gundremmingen shut-down occurred in 1977 and, after decommission
ing, 15 trepans were taken out at different axial and azimuthai positions of the reactor pressure 
vessel. 

A three-dimensional fluence distribution outside the reactor core has been calculated by 
G. Prillinger '* 2 and the resulting spectrum of the fluence are reported at five different inner 
positions (OT, 1/4T, 1/2T, 3/4T, T=12.7 cm) in a 35 energy group structure, a substructure of 
the VITAMIN-J boundaries. 

Among them the spectrum at point 1/4T corresponding to trepan A located at 0=128.6 
degrees and at Z=93.45 cm was chosen as the reference, (Reference Case), due to the high fast 
fluence (see Table I) and to the particular position 3.175cm behind the cladding of the pressure 
vessel. 

Table I: Fast Fluence Values for the Trepan 

fluence KRB-A (E > 1 MeV) = 2.829E+18 n/cm2 

fluence KRB-A (E > 0.1 MeV) = 6.086E+18 n/cm2 

In Section 5 the attempt is made to estimate how weil the SAPHIR experiment (MTR test) 
can reproduce the neutron conditions viewed by this inner surface point. Three points are to be 
stressed: the fast fluence, the high energy spectrum and the DPA. 

5 DISCUSSION 

5.1 The fast fluence 

The run condition to be satisfied by the possible SAPHIR out-of-corc experiments is that the 
archive material irradiated should receive the same fast fluence (E>1 MeV) as the pressure 
vessel steel of the nuclear power plant. 

Once the position of the irradiation experiment has been chosen, the fast fluence determines 
the irradiation time. Irradiation times in MTR experiments can be kept short when high fast 
neutron fluxes are available. The assumption is made that the resulting damage rates on the 
sample are equivalent to those found under low exposure rates after a long period of operation. 

The first results to be obtained were the fast neutron fluxes for both irradiation experiments. 
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These fluxes were evaluated for the 16.5 cm2 zone containing the archive sample. The output 
response function concerned the sum of groupwise fluxes corresponding to the first 15 energy 
groups of the VITAMIN-J structure covering the energy range between 1.0026 and 19.640 McV 
(see Table II). The irradiation times derived using the fast flucnecs of Table I for the reference 

Table II: Basic Parameters of the Irradiation 

flux (E > 1 MeV) (n/cm2scc) 
irradiation time (h) 
acceleration factor 

CASE1 
without tayloring 

Rig in Position 92 
1.844E+11 

4262 

17 

CASE 2 
with tayloring 

Rig in Position 82 
5.655E+11 

1390 

52 

case vary between 2 and 6 months. A measure of the "acceleration" of the test is given by the 
ratio between fast fluxes in the sample and in the RPV steel called acceleration factor (sec Tabic 
H). 

5.2 The neutron spectrum 

The main requirement for reproducing the vessel inner surface conditions is that the fast neutron 
spectrum in the sample of SAPHIR matches the reference. A first idea of the vicinity of 
the proposed tests to the calculated fluence spectrum in Gundrcmmingcn is given by the ratio 
between the fluences for E>0.1 McV and E>1 McV (sec Table III). 

This ratio is close within 5 % in CASE 2 to that in the KRB-A trepan (Reference Case). 
This can be seen in an enlarged energy scale (sec Fig. 6) where the contribution in percent of 
five main groups to the total neutron flux is displayed. 

Even though in CASE 1 the portion of fast (E>1 McV) neutrons covers almost the same 
range as in the Reference Case, a better agreement is obtained in all other groups in CASE 
2. The presence of the tayloring element has shifted the spectrum in the desired direction. 
Nevertheless the contribution of ncuinons in the interval between 0.1 and 1 McV is still too 
small and should be increased. 

Table III: Comparison of Fast Flux Values 

E > 1 McV 

E > 0.1 MeV 

ratio 

CASE1 
1.844E+11 

3.183E+11 

1.73 

CASE 2 
5.655E+11 

1.155E+12 

2.04 

Reference Case 
1.083E+ 10 

2.329E+10 

2.15 
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Figure 6: Comparison of Neutron Energy Spectra of the RPV Wall and Irradiation Samples in 
SAPHIR Reactor (KRB = Gundrcmmingcn Reactor/interface A). 

Fig. 7 shows the ratio between calculated and reference values. A high energy boundary 
value placed at 5-6 MeV can be defined as the limit for which CASE 2 fi'ids a better agreement 
with the Reference Case. 

In general almost all fluxes calculated for CASE 2 agree within 40 % with the Reference 
Case, even below 8 MeV (see Fig. 8). The discrepancy is found between 0.1 and 0.6 MeV and 
would probably disappear if the thickness of the tayloring element would be increased. 

Finally, Figs. 9 and 10 show the calculated spectrum of the neutron fluence given in the 
same energy structure as used in * for the two experimental configurations. 
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5 .3 The Displacements per Atom (DPA) 

Another measure of the quality needed to meet the inner surface pressure vessel conditions is 
the comparison of irradiation induced effects. 

Radiation displacement energy cross sections can be converted to displacement cross sections 
following the recipe of ASTM 17. Essentially: 

ad = BaE/(2 Ed) 

where B is the efficiency of the displacement and Ed is the energy required to displace one 
atom from its normal site. Values of 0.8 for B and 40 eV for Ej are recommended for iron, 
steel and nickel-based alloys 18 . To calculate total DPA's in iron the cross section ploaed in 
Fig. 11 was used. The first comparison with the DPA values derived for the Reference Case 

! 

eV 

Figure 11: DPA Cross Section in the VITAMIN-J Structured 165 Neutron Group Library, 

from the original data of ' is shown in Table IV. Results for CASE 2 differ by 2 % and 9 % 

Table IV: DPA Comparison 

E > 1 MeV 

E > 0.1 MeV 
ratio 

CASE1 
3.227E-03 

3.862E-03 
0.8 

CASE 2 
3.028E-03 

3.927E-03 
1.3 

Reference Case 
3.083E-03 

4.319E-03 
1.4 

from the Reference Case. 
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Figure 12: Comparison of DPA induced in the Samples and in the RPV Wall. 

The group partition in percentage is visualized in Fig. 12. It is evident that in all cases more 
than 97 % of the DPA's come from neutron energies higher than 0.1 MeV. CASE 2 again is 
close to the Reference Case. Only in the uppermost range is the contribution to the total DPA 
low by about 2 %. 

Finally Fig. 13 shows for CASE 2 the DPA spectrum calculated in the middle of the sample. 
The DPA values for E=l MeV and for E=5 MeV are almost identical and the maximum number 
of DPA's originates at energies lower than 5 MeV. This is due to the fact that the neutron flux 
decreases faster than the DPA cross section does increase at energies higher than 5 MeV. 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

The main objective for this report has been to plan experiments in the SAPHIR MTR reactor to 
simulate the inner surface RPV steel conditions of the trepan A of the Gundremmingen reactor. 

Two out-of-core possible experiments have been chosen. A first experiment considered the 
sample in the irradiation-box at the far outmost position of the SAPHIR reactor grid. In the 
second experiment the box is moved nearer to the core and a tayloring element made of ferritic 
steel is added. 

It is found that for this experiment the neutron fluence, energy spectrum and DPA are very 
close (within a few percent) to those calculated for the trepan A of the Gundremmingen reactor. 
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